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Celebrate warmer
weather and fresh
greenery with
a delightful return
to the garden

Turn
over a
new

leaf

LANDSCAPING + LAWNS + WATER FEATURES + GARDEN TOOLS
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tip

living

Plant tall species at
the back of a raised
bed and let trailing
varieties spill over
the front

colour

Walk this way
Mix up materials, patterns, sizes
and shapes to add visual interest
when designing or revamping
paved areas. It’s an inexpensive
way to transform an otherwise
plain surface into a statement
piece in its own right.
Choose composite boards for
new sections of decking. They
look fantastic, don’t splinter or
rot, and will never need to be
painted, stained or oiled.

N

ow winter is winding
down, days are longer
and warmer, so the
idea of spending time outside
is becoming more attractive.
Now’s the time to prepare for
the garden bursting into life as
spring gains momentum, and
using vertical space creatively
is a great approach.
Build retaining walls and
raised beds to vary the heights
of different areas, and discover
for yourself why the vertical
gardening trend is taking
Australia by storm.

Use clever landscaping to lift brilliant blooms into
view, add structure and create a sense of harmony

What you’ll need Brighton
Masonry paver in Charcoal,
200 x 100 x 50mm, $1.03;
Ekodeck composite decking
in Dark Brown, 88 x 23mm,
$37.69 for 5.4m, Bunnings.

Sleeper beauties
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MOVIN’ ON UP
1 Elevate your vegie patch to new heights
by building raised garden beds from
durable composite sleepers.

What you’ll need

Ekodeck composite sleeper
in Red Rock, 1800 x 150 x
50mm, $24.95, Bunnings.

RIPPLE EFFECT
2 Inspire children to be enthusiastic about
gardening with these easy-to-assemble
corrugated planters
in cheerful colours.

Get the look

Birdies fruit tree
planter in Blue, 560
x 560 x 400mm,
$81, Bunnings.

▲

Build a retaining wall the easy way using the
Retain-It system. All you need to do is sink
the steel posts in concrete, then slot the
sleepers into the prefabricated channels.
What you’ll need Whites Outdoor
Retain-It wall system, Bunnings.
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STANDING ORDER
You don’t even need a wall
for vertical gardening. Just
build a simple frame using
PVC guttering, or opt for
a freestanding metal unit.

Vertical gardening is an immensely
popular trend, so try it yourself and
you’ll surely agree the only way is up!

What you’ll need

Whites Outdoor Garden
Up freestanding vertical
garden, $129, Bunnings.

to new

THRILLS AND SPILLS
Create a waterfall effect by
wall-mounting rows of potted
plants with a cascading habit.
What you’ll need Lotus
white wall-mounted garden
with pots, $49.95, Bunnings.

HEIGHTS

To learn how to add greenery to your walls, visit
bunnings.com.au/howtobuildaverticalgarden

Lift your game

Make the most of the limited space
on a balcony or in a small courtyard
by growing flowers, herbs, even
lettuce and cherry tomato varieties,
in wall-mounted planter panels.
Get the look Holman GreenWall
vertical garden kit, $69, Bunnings.

ON THE FENCE
Transform a boring chain-link
fence into a living work of art
using pot holders, trailing plants
and a spark of imagination.
What you’ll need Whites
Outdoor deluxe balcony pot
holder, $12.78, Bunnings.

W

Upcycle a used pallet into
a vertical garden to grow
herbs and edible flowers.

What you’ll need
Assorted herb punnets,
from $3.25 each, Bunnings.
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Pallet planter

ho says a garden has
to occupy a horizontal
area? Lateral thinking
is a valuable skill, but sometimes
vertical thinking is more useful.
Even if you live in a small
apartment, you can still enjoy
feasting on fresh produce you’ve
grown yourself. There are many
ingenious products available
that take up little or no floor

space, yet allow you to grow
everything from flowers and
foliage plants to herbs and leafy
greens on a vertical surface.
If you’d rather not attach your
vertical garden to a wall, there
are also freestanding options
available. Alternatively, you
can simply hang pot holders
on a suitable surface, such as
a fence or metal privacy screen.

HIGH ROLLER
Move plants that love
sun or shade to the
location that suits them
best with a planter
stand on wheels.
Get the look Whites
Garden Up Mobile
Grow, $99, Bunnings.
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Provide plenty of water where it’s
needed, and you’ll be rewarded with
lush lawns and delicious edibles

GOING

green

Grow your own salad

Water your kitchen garden the
easy way with a micro sprinkler
system. If space is tight, you can
always grow culinary favourites in
pots on the windowsill.
What you’ll need Pope
irrigation kit, $28.70; Mr
Fothergill’s kitchen garden
kit, $3.90 each, Bunnings.

Ad

SPLASH OUT
Installing pop-up sprinklers
is a much easier DIY job
than you might think, but
for a smaller lawn, a simple
butterfly-type or impact
sprinkler mounted on
a spike may provide all
the watering you require.

What you’ll need
Holman plastic
butterfly
sprinkler on
spike, $8.77,
Bunnings.

Faux the win!
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Patch things up
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Watering alone is not always enough
to restore a lawn to verdant splendour.
If you have any bare patches, rake the
soil and apply a lawn repair blend,
which contains fast-growing and
drought-tolerant seed varieties mixed
with slow-release fertiliser to nourish the seedlings.
What you’ll need Hortico lawn repair,
$10.92 for 1kg (to cover up to 60sqm), Bunnings.

For more info on how to grow lush, healthy
grass, visit bunnings.com.au/fertilise-your-lawn

If looking after a living
lawn seems like way too
much effort, or in areas
where keeping grass
alive would be an uphill
battle, opt for remarkably
convincing synthetic turf.

What you’ll need

Coolaroo 9mm pile
rugged synthetic turf,
$44.90/m, Bunnings.
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Trickle treat

Install a pond or fountain to fill your garden
with a sense of peace and tranquillity

WATER
wonders

Creating a pond in your backyard can be
as easy as digging a hole for a pre-formed
rock-look shell. Add a matching cascade
for extra interest, or make a larger feature
using flexible pond liner. Make the pond
no deeper than 30cm so you won’t need
to worry about pool fencing laws.
What you’ll need Aquapro medium
rock-look pond, 100L, $199; rock-look
twin cascade, 12L, $109, Bunnings.

Ad

To learn more about the wide
range of features available, visit
bunnings.com.au/waterfeatures

Nothing creates a more pleasantly calming
atmosphere in the garden than the lullaby
of flowing water. Simple tabletop-style
features start from less than $42 and come
with everything you need to set them up.
Another easy way to make a splash is to
install a low-voltage pump in a colourful
glazed pot or vase. Stand it on a bed of
pebbles to conceal the pump intake.
What you’ll need Water Magic
Lilypad tabletop water fountain,
$41.48; Aquapro pond and fountain
pump, $89.95, Bunnings.
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Go with the flow
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n Fiskars

Quantum
bypass pruner,
$79, Bunnings.

inspirationplus
n Premium

potted
varieties, 120mm,
from $4.44,
Bunnings.

FRESHEST FLAVOURS

Greet spring with a deliciously healthy
harvest, even if it’s just from potted
herbs on the windowsill. In
frost-free areas, give leafy
greens such as spinach and
lettuce, growing in garden
beds, a jump-start with
hose-on organic plant food.
What you’ll need Scotts
Pure Organic seaweed plant
food, $15.99/L, Bunnings.

Keep potted flowers and edibles well fed and
looked after with these spring essentials
n Assorted

potted colour
on colour, 170mm, from
$7.72, Bunnings.

NATURAL

n Zantedeschia

Calla Lily,
190mm, from
$23.97,
Bunnings.

n Scheurich
Bördy water
reserve pot
accessory,
$8.48,
Bunnings.

selection
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P

aint your garden with a palette of
petals using varieties that are in
bloom now. In warmer areas, plant
seedlings of summer-flowering faves such
as zinnia, salvia and marigold.
Feed them with organic
fertiliser to encourage
vigorous growth.
What you’ll need

Scotts Pure Organic
plant food, $15.99
for 4kg, Bunnings.

n Eden

SWEETEN THE POT

Late winter to early spring is an excellent
time for repotting. Ensure a vivid burst of
summer colour with a premium potting mix
that contains controlled-release fertiliser
and professional-grade wetting agents.
What you’ll need Osmocote Professional
premium potting mix, $7.98/25L, Bunnings.
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n Cyclamen

in
assorted colours,
190mm, from
$17.97, Bunnings.
n Northcote

Pottery
Primolite LA egg
pot in Cherry, 26cm,
$24.98, Bunnings.

For ideas on how to make your garden pop with
colour, visit bunnings.com.au/flowering-annuals
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cylinder
pot in Red,
15cm, $2.48,
Bunnings.
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Invest in the latest generation
of cordless power garden tools

LI-ION’S

share

N

ow the technology has matured and
prices have fallen, it’s a better time
than ever to find out why this class
of outdoor equipment is so popular.
Powered by lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries,
cordless mowers, blowers and trimmers are
just as effective as their petrol-driven cousins,
with less noise and none of the fumes.

Ad

Suck it up!

Whoever said nature abhors a vacuum never used
a cordless blower vac like this one. Not only is it
energy-efficient and surprisingly quiet, it also
produces no emissions, making it environmentally
friendly. This tool moves an incredible 12 cubic
metres of air a minute at 238km/h, to make tidying
the garden a breeze – and a brisk one, at that!
What you’ll need Ryobi 36V brushless
cordless blower vac kit, $429, Bunnings.

ABOVE THE LAWN

What you’ll need
Victa V-Force+ 40V
mower kit,
$699,
Bunnings.

Smooth X Change

Gone are the days when
cordless garden tools packed
a much bigger wallop to your
wallet than to the job at hand.
Choose an 18V edge trimmer
that offers plenty of power and
a battery that can be used with
other tools in the same range.
What you’ll need Ozito
Power X Change 18V grass
trimmer kit, $125, Bunnings.

The latest cordless garden tools
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CHAIN OF THOUGHT
Trailing a cord is a hassle when
mowing grass or clearing leaves,
but when using a chainsaw, it can
be outright dangerous. Opt for
a cordless unit with a huge 58V
battery for safe, efficient sawing.
What you’ll need AEG 58V
brushless chainsaw, 16in bar,
$399 (skin only), Bunnings.
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The kids might actually start fighting
over who gets to cut the grass
with this quiet and powerful
mower, which can either mulch
or catch the clippings.
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What you’ll need
n Wire brush
n All-purpose metal primer
n Exterior acrylic
n Paint spray gun

Give decrepit iron furniture an
eye-popping new lease of life
with a coat of vibrant colour

pull up

S

a chair

olid metal garden
furniture is built to
last, although the
heavy lace of yesteryear
looks dated if the paint
has started to flake and
rust is setting in.
Refreshing the surface
with a burst of colour
lets you keep that vintage
feel while adding a fun,
contemporary twist. To
ensure a professional,
even finish, spray on the
primer and topcoat.
Apply several thin coats
to avoid drips, which are
caused by spraying on too
much paint at one time.

1

PREPARE SURFACES
Working in an open area,
start by using a wire brush to
scrub away any loose rust or
flaking paint. Remember to
prepare all surfaces, including
underside of seat and base
of feet. Wear safety glasses
as brush will flick pieces of
debris in all directions.

Wagner
Flexio 585,
$249,
Bunnings.

2

Bunnings shopping list
Uni-Pro wire brush, $3.02; White
Knight Rust Guard all-purpose
primer, $18.90; Taubmans Endure
exterior acrylic in High-Chroma
Blue, $45/1L; Wagner Flexio 585
paint sprayer, $249, Bunnings.

APPLY PRIMER
Wipe all surfaces clean, then
position furniture upside down
on drop cloth. Hold can of
primer about 250mm from
furniture and spray underside
in smooth, sweeping motions.
Turn each piece of furniture
over and spray all remaining
surfaces, then leave to dry.

Ad
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SPRAY ON FINISH
Dilute paint for topcoat as
recommended by manufacturer,
then fill paint sprayer. Starting
from underside, lightly spray
one coat, squeezing the trigger
only after you’ve started each
pass. Turn over each piece, then
spray top before leaving to dry.
Finish with a light second coat.

To learn how to spray-paint like a pro,
visit bunnings.com.au/use-paint-sprayers
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